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Figure 42.1 Space-filling tetrahedral for volume calculations in 
SOD heart S2. See definitions in Appendix S. 

CHAPTER 42 LEFT ATRIAL FLOW 
 
Throughout left ventricular systole, with the mitral valve closed, pulmonary venous flow fills the left 
atrium, presumably stretching and storing potential energy in the left atrial walls. During early diastole, 
immediately following mitral valve opening, this potential energy is presumably available to assist rapid 
(E-wave) filling. Later in diastole, ECG P-wave activation triggers left atrial contraction that actively 
drives additional (A-wave) LV filling. When the mitral valve is open, however, there is nothing to prevent 
pulmonary venous flow from directly entering the left ventricle, with the left atrium acting only as a 
conduit. In this chapter we attempt to estimate the relative proportion of left ventricular filling that can 
be ascribed to the potential energy stored in the left atrial walls and left atrial contraction in relation to 
left ventricular filling that can be attributed to direct conduit flow. 
 
Six hearts in the SOD series of experiments (see Appendix S) had markers suitable to estimate, via space-
filling tetrahedral (as illustrated in Figure 42.1), simultaneous left atrial and left ventricular volumes. As 
discussed in Appendix C, we have previously shown that, although absolute volumes obtained in this 
fashion have considerable error, their time-derivatives are well correlated with chamber flows (largely 
because of the constant-volume property of 
contracting muscle). If, at any instant in diastole, 
we know the change in left atrial volume, we 
know the maximum flow that can be delivered to 
the left ventricle by the release of the potential 
energy in the left atrial wall. The difference 
between this flow and the total flow into the left 
ventricle at this instant yields an estimate of the 
flow that must arise from the pulmonary veins, 
with the left atrium acting as a conduit.  
 
Figure 42.2A, B, and C show the results of these 
calculations in SOD hearts S1, S2, S3, S7, S9, and 
S10. In these sheep hearts, at least, under these 
(immediate postoperative) conditions, the left 
atrium played a very minor role in either E-wave 
or A-wave left ventricular filling. By far, the 
dominant role in LV filling was played by the 
direct conduit function of the left atrium as a 
straightforward connector between the 
pulmonary veins and the left ventricle. 
 
As this is a side issue in this mitral valve book, we 
will not explore these results further at this time. 
With the data available in Appendix S, however, 
perhaps others can perform additional work to 
further this analysis. 
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Figure 42.2A. Left ventricular pressure (2xLVP, mmHg, black, scaled for timing purposes),time rate of 
change in left atrial volume (d(LAvolume)/dt, ml/sec, red),time rate of change in left ventricular volume 
(d(LVvolume)/dt, ml/sec, blue), pulmonary flow (ml/sec, green) into left atrium (with the mitral valve open 
during diastole, LAconduit flow = d(LVvolume)/dt+ d(LAvolume)/dt; with the mitral valve closed during 
systole, LAconduit flow = d(LAvolume)/dt), distance between central anterior and posterior leaflet 
meridional edges (D2627, mm, scaled to fit graph, dashed), and ECG (mv, scaled to fit graph, magenta) for 
SOD hearts S1 (top) and S2 (bottom). S2 ECG was not successfully recorded. 
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Figure 42.2B. Left ventricular pressure (2xLVP, mmHg, black, scaled for timing purposes),time rate of 
change in left atrial volume (d(LAvolume)/dt, ml/sec, red),time rate of change in left ventricular volume 
(d(LVvolume)/dt, ml/sec, blue), pulmonary flow (ml/sec, green) into left atrium (with the mitral valve open 
during diastole, LAconduit flow = d(LVvolume)/dt+ d(LAvolume)/dt; with the mitral valve closed during 
systole, LAconduit flow = d(LAvolume)/dt), distance between central anterior and posterior leaflet 
meridional edges (D2627, mm, scaled to fit graph, dashed), and ECG (mv, scaled to fit graph, magenta) for 
SOD hearts S3 (top) and S7 (bottom). 
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 Figure 42.2B. Left ventricular pressure (2xLVP, mmHg, black, scaled for timing purposes),time rate of 
change in left atrial volume (d(LAvolume)/dt, ml/sec, red),time rate of change in left ventricular volume 
(d(LVvolume)/dt, ml/sec, blue), pulmonary flow (ml/sec, green) into left atrium (with the mitral valve 
open during diastole, LAconduit flow = d(LVvolume)/dt+ d(LAvolume)/dt; with the mitral valve closed 
during systole, LAconduit flow = d(LAvolume)/dt), distance between central anterior and posterior leaflet 
meridional edges (D2627, mm, scaled to fit graph, dashed), and ECG (mv, scaled to fit graph, magenta) 
for SOD hearts S9 (top) and S10 (bottom). 
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